CONSISTENTLY HIGHER QUALITY PRODUCTS
In your evaporator plants without costly system investments

➤ Optimize & extend production
➤ Increase profitability through premium pricing
➤ Produce consistently higher quality powder
➤ Reduce quality risks
➤ Expand distribution channels
➤ Enter new markets

Technology + People = EXPONENTIAL OUTCOMES
Consistently Higher Quality Products
In your evaporator plants without costly system investments

- Optimize & extend production
- Increase profitability through premium pricing
- Produce consistently higher quality powder
- Reduce quality risks
- Expand distribution channels
- Enter new markets
TECHNOLOGY EXPERTISE TO BOOST YOUR POWDER PLANT PERFORMANCE

This proprietary program offers an enhanced clean-in-place process that is...

1. Achieved with a pre-treatment step that helps remove tough dairy soils and biofilm from heated surface process equipment, resulting in cleaner, shinier surfaces that can be more easily sanitized.

2. Enhanced with a fast-acting sanitizing step that helps kill spores and vegetative cells of bacteria, yeast and molds (sporicidal label claims pending).

3. Delivered with World Class Service and expertise.

IMPROVE YOUR CIP REGIME
Hot caustic and acid are not sufficient

Quality Enhancement Program by Ecolab

Is proven more effective than traditional cleaning at reducing spore counts and enhancing product quality.
Extends production time of high-quality products while remaining within the acceptable performance ranges.
Helps you achieve uniquely improved processes with chemistry, high-temp cleaning and sanitizing practices.

“The Quality Enhancement Program by Ecolab plays a key role in our plant’s quality program goal to produce low-spore skim milk powder ... allowing us to be our customer’s preferred powder provider and improve profitability.”

Derik Robinson, General Manager
High Desert Milk Inc.
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